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Abstract The article focuses on modification of traditional Marching cubes algorithm for
medical applications. Main disadvantage of the traditional algorithm is size of
models. A reduction process has been added to the MC to produce much smaller
models. The reduction process is applied during the MC, after processing of each
input data layer. Resulting models are 4-5 times smaller in only doubled time.
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1. Introduction

Creation of three-dimensional (3D) geometrical models of human tissues
is very useful for medical applications (surgery simulations and planning, im-
plants design, navigations in orthopedic, stomatology, aesthetic surgery, neuro-
surgery etc.). CT (Computer tomography) and MR (Magnetic resonance) data
are main input information about human tissues structure and geometry. It is
possible to get tissues voxel models [3] through the data segmentation. The
voxel models have discrete data representation [1][2], but the tissues geome-
try models have vector based representation [1][2]. Therefore, it is necessary
to convert discrete voxel models into vector geometry models. A traditional
"Marching cubes" (MC) algorithm [6] is generally used for the conversion. It
is able to fully automatically produce closed and oriented triangular meshes,
without respect to geometry complexity.

For medical applications, it is important to work with resolution on level
of input CT/MR data (on voxel size, 0.2-1.0 mm). Consequently, the models
have a lot of triangles, typically from hundreds thousand to millions triangles.
Consequent operations (smoothing, decimation etc.) with so large models are
very heavy on computer memory and CPU power. Therefore, it is useful to
find more sophisticated method with same properties as the traditional MC
algorithm, but producing models with much lower number of triangles.
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2. Methods

Actually used method

Actually I am using a creation method [3] which consist of several steps:

Polygonal models generation by the traditional MC algorithm. Input
tissues voxel models are segmented CT/MR data (Fig. 1).

Smoothing of polygonal models, because MC algorithm produce a little
bit layered surfaces with locally flat areas [4][5] (Fig. 1).

Reduction of smoothed polygonal model by some decimation algorithm
[7][8], with level of reduction about 95% (Fig. 1).

First I have created very fine polygonal models with number of triangles.
Next, after smoothing, I have reduced the models with maximal saving of their
geometry. Geometry error of reducing process is about 0.05 mm [8]. Conse-
quently, the error is smaller then size of input voxels and has not influence on
required level of detail.

Figure 1. Eye-tooth polygonal model generated by actually used method, after traditional
MC (left), smoothed and decimated (right)

Flow reduction MC algorithm

The traditional MC algorithm satisfies almost all my needs, except low mod-
els size. Therefore, modification of the one will be good solution, as a combi-
nation of the traditional MC algorithm and reduction process.

It is not so effective to create many triangles and next reduce them. There-
fore main idea of my modified MC algorithm (Flow reduction MC algorithm)
is to do MC process layer by layer (in discrete space) and after each layer
make maximal reduction of locally flat areas of previous layer (Fig. 2). The
number of triangles created in time of MC process and size of resulted models
are consequently much lower then in the case of the traditional MC algorithm.
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Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of Flow reduction MC algorithm

Reduction process

For models generated by MC algorithm it is typical, that they have layered
surfaces with locally flat areas (Fig. 1). In my "Flow reduction MC algorithm"
I maximally reduce triangles in the flat areas. It means that all vertices on the
flat areas and on straight edges are removed. Only vertices in corners will stay
(Fig. 4). To reduce triangles I have used "Edge collapse" method [8] (Fig. 3),
which implicitly save closed and oriented triangular meshes.

The reduction process removes all the redundant triangles in the flat areas
with no respect to quality of new triangles [9][10]. Therefore, edge swapping
of the triangles with the same orientation has been applied to improve their
quality [11][12] (Fig. 2, 4).
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Figure 3. Scheme of edge collapse method

Figure 4. Tooth model detail: produced by traditional MC algorithm (left), produced by Flow
reduction MC algorithm with out edge swapping (middle) and after edge swapping (right)
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3. Results

All MC algorithms were implemented in C++ and compiled by C/C++ com-
piler MinGW 3.3.1. All the presented tests were run on a PC with 2.4 GHz P4
CPU, 1024 MB RAM, 120 GB HD, Win XP. A group of tissue models from
real medical applications was selected as testing objects. Results for five of
them (Fig. 5-9) are in Table 1. The table compares number of triangles and
creation time for the traditional MC algorithm with Flow reduction MC algo-
rithm. The table also contains triangle numbers and creation time ratios.

Table 1. Result models parameters

Model Traditional MC Flow reduction MC Ratio (Flow / Clasic)

Triangles Time [s] Triangles Time [s] Triangles Time

Face 1 049 624 13 207 998 30 0.2 2.3

Skull 957 356 11 263 972 20 0.28 1.8

Maxilla 2 637 106 28 658 560 83 0.25 3.0

Pelvis 607 996 8 133 036 15 0.22 1.9

Spine 296 372 4 79 620 8 0.27 2.0

4. Conclusion

Flow reduction MC algorithm produces from 4 to 5 times smaller polygonal
models. The creation process takes 2 to 3 times longer time comparing to the
traditional MC. However, the additional processing time is compensated by
time savings in the consequently performed operations because much smaller
models are processed. The models created by Flow reduction MC represent
exactly the same geometry as in the case of the traditional MC algorithm.

Flow reduction MC algorithm produces the same type of models as the tra-
ditional MC – polygonal triangular meshes. Therefore, it is possible to use
the models in the consequent operations (smoothing, reducing etc.) and in all
applications. Because the models are smaller, the consequent steps are faster
and save a lot of memory. Therefore, it is possible to produce bigger or more
complex models on the same computer equipment.

Main future plan is to add smoothing process to Flow reduction MC algo-
rithm. Final goal is to develop algorithm which will have the same basic prop-
erties as the traditional MC algorithm, but will directly produce prereduced
and presmoothed models.
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Figure 5. Maxilla Flow MC model (left), smoothed and reduced model (right)
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Figure 6. Spine Flow MC model (left), smoothed and reduced model (right)

Figure 7. Pelvis Flow MC model (left), smoothed and reduced model (right)

Figure 8. Face Flow MC model (left), smoothed and reduced model (right)

Figure 9. Skull Flow MC model (left), smoothed and reduced model (right)


